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A B S T R A C T   

Stability of membranes in electrolysers is challenged by dimensional changes, when dry membranes are 
assembled and wetted when the electrolyser starts. Assembling wet membranes is challenging because water 
evaporates during handling. To minimize dimensional changes, FAA3 membranes are pre-swollen in aqueous 
ethylene glycol (EG, boiling point 197◦C). Membranes partially dissolve in 100 vol% EG, and swell excessively in 
70 vol%. Swelling in 50 vol% shows smallest dimensional changes during handling (shrink) and re-immersion in 
KOH solution (swelling, mimicking start of the electrolyser). These membranes show about 30% higher con-
ductivity (ca. 65 mS cm− 1). Tensile strength and Young’s Modulus decrease exponentially with the amount of 
absorbed EG solution, while elongation at break increases. In addition to the improved dimensional stability 
during handling, EG treated membranes perform better in the electrolyser than untreated membranes. In a 
stability test over 120 h at 250 mA/cm2, all membranes show an initial drop in the cell voltage and then stabilize.   

1. Introduction 

Energy demand, particularly for electricity, is on the rise due to the 
world’s growing population, which is expected to reach 9.1 billion by 
2040 [1] while the global total primary energy demand is expected to be 
17,487 Mtoe in that year [2]. Current energy supply is dominated by the 
combustion of fossil fuels, which results in global greenhouse gas 
emissions. Renewable energy is projected to effectively replace present 
technology in order to reduce emissions, and one possibility is to use 
hydrogen as the primary energy carrier because it emits clean exhaust, is 
non-toxic and has high gravimetric energy density. Water electrolysis 
with renewable energy is the cleanest way to produce hydrogen, and it is 
expected that 37.6% (79.72 Mt) of hydrogen will be produced by elec-
trolysis by 2030, making it the major production technology, in com-
parison to fossil with Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS), fossil with 

Carbon Capture and Utilization (CCU), fossil, and by-product hydrogen 
from refineries [3]. Thus, hydrogen production via water electrolysis 
using renewable energy sources will play an important role in satisfying 
the world’s energy needs. 

Alkaline water electrolyser (AWE) is the most matured technology 
compared to proton exchange membrane (PEM) and anion exchange 
membrane (AEM) water electrolysis, with a purity of over 99.989% [4]. 
The process uses concentrated potassium hydroxide feed solutions, in 
the range of 6–7 M [5,6]. A thick porous separator prevents mixing of 
the produced gases. Electrodes are typically non-noble metals such as 
nickel with an electrocatalytic coating as it has good corrosion resistance 
compared to other transition metals, and is inexpensive. In addition, 
AWE has the highest demonstrated stack lifetime and the lowest capital 
costs among others [7,8]. Throughout the last decades, researchers 
developed proton exchange membrane water electrolysis (PEMWE) as it 
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has higher current density, faster cold-start time [9,10] and faster sys-
tem response [11]. But in spite of that, expensive catalysts based on 
iridium and platinum are needed. Anion exchange membrane water 
electrolysis (AEMWE) combines the advantages of the two previous 
technologies and overcomes the disadvantages by replacing the expen-
sive and rare noble metals with cheap and abundant metals like nickel, 
cobalt, or molybdenum, and replacing expensive Nafion membranes 
with less expensive hydrocarbon-based materials functionalized with 
quaternary ammonium groups [12]. The performance of AEMWE, on the 
other hand, still needs to be improved to be more comparable with 
PEMWE. 

Several separators of the electrode compartments were developed for 
water electrolysis. Agfa’s Zirfon™ Perl UTP 500 and polyphenylene 
sulfide fabrics or felts are the state-of-the-art diaphragms for AWE. They 
have a pore size of less than 1 μm [13] and are filled with electrolyte 
solution of 6 – 7 M KOH. On the other hand, pure water is used in 
PEMWE because the perfluoro-sulfonic acid polymers based membrane 
itself is already highly conductive [14,15]. Similarly, AEMWE can be 
operated with pure water feeds, but often are operated with dilute 
electrolytes such as 0.01 – 1 M KOH. 

A range of commercial AEMs is now available, including FAA3 from 
Fumatech, AEMION from Ionomr, Dioxide Material’s Sustainion, Vers-
ogen’s PiperION and Orion TM1 [16]. Among them, FAA3 is one of the 
cheapest and most investigated membranes and stable operation for 
1000 h was reported [17]. A potential issue is that membranes are often 
assembled into electrolysis cells in the dry state. When the membranes 
are wetted by the feed solution, they swell. Further expansion occurs 
when the temperature is raised from room temperature to the operating 
temperature. Because the membrane has no space for expansion, it is 
pressed into the pores of the porous transport layer, forms wrinkles and 
risks being damaged. Furthermore, if the membrane’s water uptake is 
limited by compression, membrane conductivity will remain below its 
expected value. Assembling membranes in the wet state would solve 
these issues, but is difficult, because thin ion exchange membranes 
rapidly lose water and shrink when taken out from the water. One idea 
to prevent this shrinking is to pre-swell the membrane in a water soluble 
high boiling point solvent before assembly, so that it can keep the 
dimension even during several hours of handling. Commercial Nafion 
2030TX membranes for use in chlor-alkali electrolysis contain 80 g m-2 

diethyleneglycol, and after removal of the organic solvent in the elec-
trolyzer have the same properties as water swollen Nafion 2030 mem-
branes [18]. Ethylene glycol (EG) is used to pre-swell Sustainion 
membranes. However, the goal in this case is not to minimize dimen-
sional changes, but to plasticize the brittle polystyrene-based mem-
branes, which easily break in the dry state. 

In this work, we investigate how swelling FAA3 membranes with EG/ 
water mixtures and again removal of EG by contacting the membranes 
with KOH solution (mimicking start of electrolyzer operation) changes 
the membrane dimensions, and how it affects the membrane properties, 
such as conductivity. Membranes with an optimized swelling behavior 
were then tested in AEM water electrolysers. 

2. Experimental part 

2.1. Materials 

Fumasep® FAA3-25 (Fumatech, Lot-No: M32231610–1 and 
M32271610-2), Fumasep® FAA3-50 (Fumatech, Lot-No: M40202104), 
ethylene glycol (EG, Daejung Chemicals), potassium carbonate (K2CO3, 
Sigma Aldrich), potassium hydroxide (KOH flakes, Daejung Chemicals), 
sodium chloride (NaCl, Daejung Chemicals), were all used as received. 

2.2. Preparation of pre-swollen FAA3 membranes 

FAA3-25 and FAA3-50 membranes were immersed into 1 M K2CO3 
solution for 24 h to exchange them into the bicarbonate form. After that, 
three samples each were moved to 0, 5, 10, 20, 50, and 70 vol% EG in DI 
water, respectively, for 24 h. Swelling membranes in 100% EG was 
excluded because membranes became too soft and partially dissolved. 

2.3. Membrane characterization 

Samples (4 × 1 cm2) of FAA3-25 and FAA3-50 membranes were 
immersed in 1 M K2CO3 solution for 24 h to exchange them into the 
bicarbonate form. Then their weight, thickness, and length (wcarbonate,

dcarbonate, Lcarbonate, respectively) were measured. After that, membranes 
were moved to 0, 5, 10, 20, 50, and 70 vol% EG in DI water, respectively, 
for 24 h. Weight, thickness, and length were measured as wEG, dEG, LEG.

After that, membranes were divided into 3 groups. For the first group, 
membranes were put openly on a table. After 1 h and after 1 day, weight, 
thickness, and length were noted (wtable, dtable, Ltable, respectively). The 
second group of membranes was stored in a zip bag. After 1 and 2 weeks, 
weight, thickness, and length were measured (wzip bag, dzip bag, Lzip bag, 
respectively). The third group was immersed in 0.1 and 1 M KOH so-
lution for 24 h, and weight, thickness, and length were measured (wKOH,

dKOH, LKOH).

Weight and dimensional changes were measured by the below 
equations: 

Weight change after EG=
wEG − wcarbonate

wcarbonate  

Thickness change after EG=
dEG − dcarbonate

dcarbonate  

Length change after EG=
LEG − Lcarbonate

Lcarbonate 

For in-plane conductivity measurement, membranes (4 × 1 cm2) 
were immersed in 0.1 M KOH for 24 h and in DI water for 24 h. In-plane 
conductivity was measured in DI water using a Bekktech BT-110 clamp. 
Nitrogen was continuously bubbled through the water to remove car-
bonates, and a voltage of 2 V was supplied until the resistance achieved a 
constant value. Impedance spectroscopy (Zive SP1) was used to detect 
resistances, and conductivity was calculated using the following 
equation: 

In − plane conductivity
(
mS cm− 1)=

1000 x d
Rmem x width x t  

Where Rmem represents membrane resistance (Ohm), d is the distance 
between the voltage sensing electrodes (cm), w is the width of the 
membrane sample (cm), and t is the thickness of the membrane after 
immersion in DI water (cm). 

For mechanical properties test, membranes were immersed in 0.1 M 
KOH for 24 h and dried overnight on the table. Samples were then 
clamped between the fixed and moveable grip of a Cometech QC-508E 
universal testing machine, and then stretched at 10 mm min-1. To 
reduce the standard deviation, 5 samples for each membrane type were 
tested. 

For measuring water permeation, a small hole of 6 mm diameter was 
drilled into the caps and seals of 20 ml glass vials, and a membrane was 
put between the cap and the seal. After filling the vial with water so that 
only a small head space remained, the vials were put into a climate 
chamber at 60 ◦C, 50% relative humidity (%rh). After 24 h equilibration, 
100 %rh was assumed for the head space inside the vial, and the weight 
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of the vials was measured 5 times over a period of 60 h. For each 
membrane type, 3 membranes were tested in parallel, and the plot of 
weight loss over time gave a perfect linear trend with R2 >0.999 for all 
membrane types. 

2.4. Water electrolysis test 

Water electrolysis tests were done in two systems. 
System 1: Porous nickel foam (NI-M-021M-FM.020T, 0.5 mm thick, 

≈110 pores per inch, from American Elements) was used for both 
cathode and anode. Cells (1 cm2 active area) were assembled by stacking 
two nickel foams, the developed membranes, which were stored in a zip 
bag for 1 week (1st measurements) and 1.5 months (repeat measure-
ments), and again two nickel foams, and placing them between gold- 
coated titanium bipolar plates with an assemble torque of 4.0 N m. EG 
was removed by flushing the cell with water before changing to the KOH 
feed solution. The cell temperature was maintained at 60 ◦C during 
operation, and 1 M KOH was supplied to the cathode and anode at a flow 
rate of 10 ml min-1. The performance was studied by linear sweep vol-
tammetry (LSV) and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) 
using a high-current potentiostat (HCP-803, Bio-Logic). The LSV was 
obtained in the range of 1.23 to 2.2 V at a scan rate of 10 mV s-1. After 
measuring LSV about five times, EIS was measured, and LSV was 
measured five times again. EIS was measured within the frequency 
range of 50 kHz to 50 mHz at the applied cell voltages of 1.5 V, 1.8 V and 
2.2 V. The IR corrected curves were obtained by using the ohmic resis-
tance measured by EIS at 1.5V. 

System 2: Porous nickel foam of original thickness of 1.7 mm and 
≈110 pores per inch (Sunrise New Materials Co., limited) was used. 
Prior to its application, Ni foams were pressed from original 1.7 
mm–0.25 mm to fit the thickness of the electrode housing plate. A FAA3- 
50 membrane was treated with 50 vol% EG, left open on the table for 1 h 
and was then dipped shortly in water and assembled into a cell with a 
geometrical area of 4 cm2. It was assembled by pressing the Ni foam on 
the membrane and backing the Ni foams by gold-plated Ni sheets serving 
as the current collector/feeder. The cell was completed by pressing be-
tween two PEEK and Dural plates. The assembling torque was 3.5 N m. 
To remove all EG, the cell was circulated without current with 1 M KOH 
at room temperature for 24 h, and the solution was replaced 3 times to 
ensure that all organic traces are removed. 1 M KOH was used as 
circulating electrolyte for water electrolysis test at the temperature of 
50 ◦C. The electrolyte temperature was measured at the cell outlet. 
Galvanostat/potentiostat Autolab M204 (Metrohm) equipped with 
FRA32 M module allowing EIS measurement and 10 A booster was used 
to perform electrochemical characterization of the cell. Short term 
characterization was done by load curve measurement in the cell voltage 
range of 1.5 – 2.2 V with a step size of 0.05 V. The cell voltage was kept 
for 60 s and the value of current passing through the cell was recorded 
once per second. The stable values of the current were averaged. Be-
tween measuring points, the cell voltage was kept at 1.0 V for 30 s in 
order to allow all the gas bubbles to be removed from the cell. At least 
three load curves were measured and averaged. EIS was measured under 
the conditions of the alkaline water electrolysis after the load curves 
measurement. It was recorded in the frequency range of 20 kHz – 0.1 Hz 
at open circuit voltage, and cell voltages of 1.5 and 1.8 V. The maximum 
amplitude of the perturbing signal was 20 mV. The equivalent electrical 
circuit shown in Fig. S1 was used in order to evaluate the EIS spectra 
[19] and membranes were tested using constant cell current load of 0.25 
A cm-2, 50 ◦C in 1 M KOH for 110 h. During stability test, the load curves 
and EIS spectra were recorded under conditions described hereinbefore 
every 5 h. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Kinetics of water loss 

If membranes are assembled into electrolysis cells in the dry state, 
they will swell when KOH is fed to the cell. But because the cell area is 
fixed and the membrane is compressed between the porous transport 
layers (PTL), there is no space for the membrane to expand. As a 
consequence, membranes will swell irregularly and can be forced into 
the pores of PTL. Assembling membranes in the wet state would solve 
this issue, but is difficult to realize because of the fast water loss in 
ambient atmosphere. To prove this assumption, FAA3 membranes were 
immersed in water overnight, blotted with tissue paper and their water 
loss in ambient atmosphere was measured (Fig. 1). It can be seen that the 
weight of the absorbed water and EG decreased exponentially over time. 
For pristine FAA3 membranes, a stable weight was reached after about 
40–50 min. EG doped FAA3-50 showed a similar behavior, but then 
decreased further at a slower evaporation rate, due to evaporation of 
absorbed EG. 

3.2. Membrane fabrication 

To overcome the problem that wet membranes lose rapidly water 
during handling in ambient atmosphere, membranes were pre-swollen 
with mixtures of water and ethylene glycol (EG). Membranes were 

Fig. 1. Water loss of FAA3 membranes when drying in ambient conditions.  

Fig. 2. Photographs of (bi)carbonate exchanged membranes after pre-swelling 
in 0 – 70 vol% EG solutions. 
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prepared by first immersing them in potassium carbonate solution to 
transform them into the (bi)carbonate form, and then exchanging the 
water in the membrane with water/EG mixtures up to a concentration of 
70 vol% EG. Above this concentration, membranes partially dissolved. 
Overall, solvent exchange in 0, 5, 10, and 20 vol% EG solution did not 
much affect the dimensions of the samples (Fig. 2), whereas swelling 
with 50 and 70 vol% EG solution led to noticeably increased area 
swelling. These samples were also softer due to plasticization of the 
material and showed a lighter color. The change of color reasonably 
happened due to the increased membrane volume, and thus the reduced 
polymer contents per volume element. Physically, the sample treated in 
70 vol% EG solution is the hardest to handle, because the strong swelling 
made it overly soft and samples easily ripped. 

3.3. Swelling and conductivity 

To investigate the effectiveness of EG pre-swelling to minimize 
dimensional changes during handling, membranes were first trans-
formed into the (bi)carbonate form, then solvent-exchanged in EG at 
various concentrations, and then divided into three groups: 1) was kept 
on the table for 1 and 24 h; 2) was kept in zip bag for 1 and 2 weeks; and 
3) was immersed in KOH solution (Fig. 3). The calculation of dimen-
sional change is relative to the dimension after transferring to (bi)car-
bonate form. Procedures 1 and 2 were examined to determine the best 
conditions for pre-treatment of the membranes prior to assembly, while 
method 3 mimicked the dimensional changes in the electrolyser. 

Overall, all membranes swelled in EG solution. In the case of 0 vol% 
EG, membranes absorbed water, because the osmotic pressure increased 
when membranes were moved from carbonate solution into pure water. 

Then membranes shrank again when they were put on the table or stored 
in a zip bag, and swelled after being immersed in KOH solution. The 
higher the concentration of EG was, the more the membranes swelled, 
supporting the phenomenon in Fig. 2. Excessive swelling (volume 
change >150%) was observed for membranes swollen in 70 vol% EG. 
Keeping the membrane on the table for 1 h resulted in less shrinking 
than for membranes kept on the table for 1 day. Thus it is preferable to 
assemble the membrane as quick as possible. However, as demonstrated 
in Fig. 1, most water is lost in the begin of the drying process. Presum-
ably, for EG/water swollen membranes most water evaporates within 
the first 10 min, and then slow evaporation of EG follows, resulting in a 
quasi-stationary state, which can be used to assemble the membranes. 
Storing membranes in a zip bag for a week resulted in quite large losses 
for all membranes treated with solutions <50 vol% EG, and similar or a 
bit less weight loss than for membranes kept on a table for 1 h for 
membranes treated with ≥50 vol% EG. Apparently, water permeation 
through the zip bags was significant, and other materials like tin foil 
should be considered to prevent any weight loss. Keeping the mem-
branes for 1 or 2 weeks yielded comparable results, indicating that most 
evaporation through the zip bag already occurred within the first week. 
Even though FAA3-25 and FAA3-50 are nominally same materials, just 
with a different thickness, some differences are observed. It could be 
that the two membranes had a different degree of crosslinking. 

Lastly, soaking the membrane in KOH after it has been immersed in 
EG solution in general increases the weight and size slightly in com-
parison with the initial membranes. The most important value therefore 
is the variation in weight and dimensions during the process, which 
should be as low as possible. 

To determine the optimum parameters to keep the dimensional 

Fig. 3. (a) weight, (b) length, (c) thickness, and (d) volume change of FAA3-25 and FAA3-50 membranes immersed in EG/water mixtures (vol% values are shown in 
the legend), then either put on a table for 1 h up to one 1 day, or stored in a zip bag for 1 up to 2 weeks, and then immersed in KOH solution. Lines in the graphs are 
added to help finding data points of one series, but have no physical meaning. 
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change between membrane assembly and start of operation as low as 
possible, length swelling of membranes which were kept on the table (e. 
g. mimicking handling during assembly) was further compared to the 
length swelling value after immersion in KOH (mimicking the activation 
of the electrolyser). The calculation is shown below: 

Fig. 4 shows that the lowest changes, close to 0%, were observed for 
membranes that were pre-swollen in 50 and 70 vol% EG. Meanwhile, 
0–20 vol% EG showed large values, in the range of 10–35% changes, 
which means membranes were shrinking strongly during handling. In 
case of 70 vol% EG treated FAA3-50, the membranes lost so little solvent 
after they were handled for 1 h up to 1 day, that they even shrank a bit in 
length when immersed in KOH solution. In conclusion, 50 vol% EG pre- 
swelling seems to be the best method to minimize membrane swelling or 
shrinking during assembly of electrolyser cells and their activation. 

In-plane conductivity in the hydroxide form [20] was analysed for all 
membranes. From Fig. 5a, it can be seen that FAA3-50 showed slightly 
higher conductivity than FAA3-25. The highest conductivity was ob-
tained for 50 vol% EG treated membranes, and resulted in 65.3 ± 0.4 
and 68.1 ± 1.3 mS cm-1 for FAA3-25 and FAA3-50, respectively. This is 
related to the general trend that conductivity first increases with the 
water uptake, because the hydrophilic domains get more connected (see 
also AFM phase images in supporting information, Fig. S5). However, at 
high water uptake values, conductivity decreases again, due to the 
dilution of the ions. For example, FAA3-25 had a final weight gain of 
5.6–7.7% in 0.1 M KOH solution for membranes treated in 0–20% EG 
(Fig. 3a), but a final weight gain of 16.9 and 38.5% for FAA3-25 
membranes treated with 50% EG and 70% EG, respectively. 

If electrolysers are operated without cathode feed to reduce the hu-
midity of the produced hydrogen stream, the water consumed at the 
cathode has to be transported from anode to cathode over the membrane 
[21]. Therefore, another interesting property of AEMs is the water 
permeation [22,23]. Because water is transported mainly through the 
hydrophilic domains of the membranes, and hydroxide conductivity is 
related to the dimensions and inter-connection of the hydrophilic do-
mains, it can be expected that water permeation follows a similar trend 

as conductivity. As expected, FAA3-50 had a higher permeability than 
FAA3-25, and FAA3-50 membranes treated with 50 vol% EG had higher 
permeability than EG treated FAA3-25 membranes. However, while 
FAA3-25 (50 vol% EG) had a higher conductivity than FAA3-50 (0 vol% 
EG), water permeability was very similar for both membranes. Pre-

sumably, a perfect correlation was not seen because permeability was 
tested at 60 ◦C and for chloride exchanged membranes, to prevent CO2 
absorption from air, while conductivity was measured at room tem-
perature for the hydroxide form, which is known to absorb more water 
than the chloride form [24]. The flux values showed the expected 
behavior, that the thinner FAA3-25 membranes have a larger flux than 
the thicker FAA3-50 membranes, and EG treated membranes have a 
higher flux than only water treated membranes. A deeper understanding 
of the morphological differences leading to differences in conductivity 
and water permeation is desirable, but standard SEM and TEM are done 
in vacuum, which changes the nature of the membranes. High resolution 
SAXS would give information on the hydrophilic domains, but is not a 
standard method. WAXS is more available, and data can be obtained 
under ambient conditions. WAXS data showed that the main signal 
shifted from 22 to 23◦ for dry membranes to 25–26◦ for membranes 

Fig. 4. Length swelling of EG-treated membranes which were left on a table for 
1–24 h (initial dimension) and then immersed in KOH (final dimension). The 
grey area marks the range in which the dimensional changes are within ±5%. 

Fig. 5. Hydroxide conductivities of EG treated membranes (a) and water 
permeation (100 %rh/50 %rh, 60 ◦C) and flux through pristine FAA3 and 50 
vol% EG treated membranes (b); all were ion exchanged into the chloride form. 

Dimensional change (%) = 100 ∗
(100 + Length swelling 1h table) − (100 + Length swelling KOH)

(100 + Length swelling KOH)
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wetted with KOH solution (Supporting Information, Fig. S2). 
By using the optimized EG concentration of 50 vol%, also the 

swelling behavior of a PBI nanofiber mat reinforced mTPN membrane 
[20], which is a highly alkaline stable membrane [25], was investigated. 
As expected, water/KOH uptake, swelling in length and swelling in 
thickness remained very low, 3–4%, 1% and 3–4%, respectively 
(Fig. S3). In contrast to this, the length swelling of the pristine mem-
brane, without any pre-treatment, was 10% and 11% in 0.1 M KOH and 
1 M KOH, respectively, and the KOH/water uptake was 38–40%. 

3.4. Mechanical properties 

For some phosphoric acid doped membranes, it was reported that the 
tensile strength and Young’s modulus decreased exponentially when the 
amount of absorbed acid increased, and that the elongation at break 
increased [26,27]. For EG treated FAA3 membranes, absorption of EG 
had a similarly plasticizing effect, and tensile strength and Young’s 
modulus decreased exponentially when plotted against the weight gain 
during EG “doping” (Fig. 6a and b). As expected, also the elongation at 
break increased when the amount of absorbed water/EG solution 

Fig. 6. a) Tensile strength, b) Young’s modulus and c) elongation at break versus weight gain in EG solution. And d) tensile strength and elongation at break, e) 
Young’s modulus versus EG concentration. Membranes were transformed into the carbonate form, immersed in EG/water mixtures, immersed in 0.1 M KOH to wash 
out EG, and then equilibrated with ambient lab atmosphere before stress-strain testing. Exemplary stress-strain curves are provided in the supporting informa-
tion, Fig. S4. 
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increased, because the membranes were getting softer and more elastic. 
When the EG concentration increased from 50 vol% to 70 vol%, elon-
gation at break did not increase to the extreme high values which may 
have be expected if an exponential increase is assumed, but decreased 
again. This indicates that the membranes were excessively swollen in 70 
vol% EG. The Young’s Modulus significantly dropped from 964 (pris-
tine) to 9 MPa, and 789 (pristine) to 2 MPa, for FAA3-25 and FAA3-50, 
respectively. Membranes treated in 50 vol% EG showed more reasonable 

values, which were 472 and 34 MPa for FAA3-25 and FAA3-50, 
respectively. However, as the trend line indicates, the Young’s 
modulus of FAA3-50 may be underestimated. The tensile strength of 
these membranes was 14 and 7 MPa, which is a bit lower than that of 
Nafion 212 (16 MPa [28]). 

Fig. 7. LSV of cells with (a) pristine and (b) pre-swollen FAA3-25 membranes, (c) pristine and (d) pre-swollen FAA3-50 membranes, and the current densities at 1.8 V 
for FAA3-25 (e) and FAA3-50 (f); lines are just a guide for the eyes. Operating conditions: Ni foam electrodes, 1 cm2; 1 M KOH, 60 ◦C. 
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3.5. Performance in alkaline membrane water electrolysis 

Because membranes pre-treated in 50 vol% EG showed highest 
conductivity and lowest dimensional changes during handling and 
activation in KOH solution, they were selected for water electrolysis 
tests. In all cell tests, the current density at a given voltage was highest in 
the first load cycle, decreased over the next cycles and then reached a 
constant value after 3 to 6 cycles (Fig. 7). This behavior was observed, 
because the generated oxygen bubbles are not removed smoothly from 
the nickel foam and block active sites [29]. Compared to the pristine 
membrane, the initial current density at 1.8 V was 63% and 9% higher 
for FAA3-25 and FAA3-50 membranes, respectively. This matches with 
the ex-situ measured conductivities, which were higher for pre-treated 
membranes, and the in-situ measured ohmic resistances, which 
decreased from 0.359 Ω cm2 for the pristine to 0.221 Ω cm2 for the 
pre-swollen FAA3-25 membrane. It also shows that ohmic resistance 
dominated the cell resistance in the first voltage sweep. Due to the 
higher conductivity of the EG pre-treated membranes, FAA3-50 (EG) 
showed a strong increase of the current density when the voltage was 
increased. The ohmic resistance was 0.802 Ω cm2 for pristine and 0.287 
Ω cm2 for pre-swollen membrane at 1.8 V, which was about 2.8 times 
lower. Interestingly, FAA3-50 (EG) showed also the most stable per-
formance of the four membranes. The current density at 2.2 V decreased 
only 5% over the 10 voltage sweeps, while the non-treated FAA3-50 
membrane showed a decrease of 70%. In a second cell test, the current 
density decreased 35 and 70% for EG-treated and pristine FAA3-50 
membranes. 

The LSV curves which reached the highest current densities at 2.2 V 
are shown in Fig. 8. The pre-swollen membranes had a lower over-
voltage and smaller ohmic resistance than pristine membranes. FAA3-25 
is about half thinner than FAA3-50. Therefore, a two times higher per-
formance was expected, because the resistance is proportional to the 
length of the conductor. However, in actual experiments, the current 
densities at 2.2 V showed this trend: FAA3-50 < FAA3-25 << FAA3-50 
(EG) ≈ FAA3-25 (EG). Presumably, the large number of gas bubbles 
formed at high current densities not only hindered the mass transfer, but 
also increased the contact time between membrane and gas phase, 
which could reduce the water contents of the membranes and thus in-
crease the membrane resistance, if the gas bubbles are not fully satu-
rated with water. Indeed, the ohmic resistance increased to 135% for 
FAA3-50 (EG), and to 252% for the thinner FAA3-25 (EG) membrane, 
when the voltage was increased from 1.8 V to 2.2 V. 

To investigate the performance of EG-treated membranes over a 

longer time duration, cells were operated at a constant current of 250 
mA cm-2 for 120 h (Fig. 9). This test was done in another lab with a 
different test system, as described in detail in the experimental part. It is 
possible to see that both membranes showed high stability under the 
experimental conditions used. The dependence of voltage over time was 
similar for both tested membranes. During the initial period of 40 h the 
cell voltage decreased. Over the remaining time of the experiment, the 
cell voltage remained stable. It is, however, important to note that 
within the first 25 h the cell voltage decrease was more pronounced for 
the EG pre-swollen FAA3-50 membrane, which resulted in an overall 
better performance. 

This is also documented by the load curves recorded at the end of 
every 5 h cycle (Fig. 10). The EG pre-swollen FAA3-50 achieved a clear 
improvement in the current load before the load curve stabilized at 
approximately 25 h of testing. Particularly, at the cell voltage of 2.0 V 
the increase in current load over the range of 0 to 25 h reached 40 and 
85% for pristine and pre-swollen FAA3-50 membranes, respectively. For 
the load curves recorded after 25 and 30 h of the electrolysis test, the 
current further increased by 0.2 and 2% for pristine and pre-swollen 
FAA3-50 membranes, respectively. In order to gain more information 
on the reason of this improvement, EIS spectra were recorded and 
analysed for the same time period from 0 to 25 h. Results of the EIS 
analysis are summarized in Fig. 10c and d. 

From the results shown in Fig. 10 it can be clearly seen that a minor 
decrease of the cell voltage for pristine FAA3-50 membrane is due to the 
decrease of the Rs value (Fig. 10c), which is mainly connected with the 
conductivity of the anion-selective polymer separator. The reason con-
sists in opening of the charge transport channels in the bulk of the 
membrane under constant OH− flow in the electric field. The same is 
true also for the EG treated FAA3-50 membrane. In that case, however, 
the extent of change is significantly higher. This is connected with even 
more extensive changes of the polymer internal structure of the FAA3-50 
caused by the pre-swelling in EG solution. Surprisingly, in the case of the 
pre-swollen FAA3-50 membrane, the Rp value connected with the 
charge transfer due to electrode reactions continuously decreased within 
the first 25 h of experiment. The decrease reached 35% of the original 
value. We expect that the main change in the system consists in mem-
brane swelling and in related structural changes of the membrane 
polymer. These changes thus improve contact between the Ni foam 
electrodes and the membrane. At the same time, these changes are 
connected with increased wettability of the membrane surface and thus 
decreased membrane|KOH solution interfacial resistance and enhanced 
removal of the gas bubbles formed during the process from the active 
part of the electrode. Furthermore, it could be that some of EG was 

Fig. 8. Comparison of the LSV curves which showed the highest current density 
at 2.2 V. 

Fig. 9. Cell voltage stability of pristine and pre-swollen FAA3-50 membranes at 
250 mA cm-2. Operating conditions: Ni foam electrodes, area 4 cm2; 1 M KOH, 
50 ◦C. The sudden drops indicate that a load curve was measured. 
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absorbed by the electrode surface at the begin of operation and released 
during operation, leading to a rapid reduction of Rp. 

Fig. 11 shows the load curves as well as Rs and Rp values for a longer 
period of time. From the data shown in Fig. 11 high stability of both 
membrane electrode assemblies is shown. Load curves, Rs and Rp values 
show fluctuations with no clear dependence on time of the experiment. 
One exception is represented by the first 25 h. This period of the stability 
test was discussed in the previous paragraph. The fluctuations occurring 
in the later periods of the test are then caused by the dynamic nature of 
the water electrolysis, which involves production of gaseous products on 
both electrodes. At the same time, water loss occurs during stability test 
because of consumption of the water by reaction, its evaporation and 
losses caused by the water vapor saturated gaseous products leaving the 
electrolysis cell. The water thus has to be refilled to maintain a constant 
concentration of KOH in the feed solutions. Changes in KOH concen-
trations thus represent another reason for the observed fluctuations. 

4. Conclusions 

In this work, FAA3 membranes were conditioned by changing them 
into the carbonate form and then immersing them in aqueous solutions 
containing 0, 5, 10, 20, 50, and 70 vol% EG. 50 vol% EG showed the 
smallest dimensional changes (close to 0%) when handled for 1 h in 
open lab atmosphere (shrink) and then immersing the membranes in 
KOH (swelling). It was also easier to handle compared to membranes 

treated in 70 vol% EG. Optimized membranes also showed the highest 
conductivity and had just a little lower mechanical properties to Nafion. 
In detail, the hydroxide conductivities were 64.7 ± 1.0 and 66.2 ± 2.4 
mS cm-1 for EG treated FAA3-25 and FAA3-50, respectively, 12.1 ± 0.7 
and 14.5 ± 1.1 MPa (tensile strength), 161.3 ± 12.1 and 217.5 ± 12.7% 
(elongation at break), and 472.3 ± 51.0 and 33.5 ± 2.2 MPa (Young’s 
Modulus). Pristine and optimized pre-swollen membranes were tested 
with different test protocols and different cell systems in two different 
labs. When the test procedure involved voltage sweeps up to 2.2 V, both 
EG treated FAA3-25 and FAA3-50 reached a higher current density at 
2.2. V than the untreated membranes. Also during a stability test of 120 
h at constant 250 mA cm-2, EG-treated membranes showed a better 
performance. This was mainly due to a significant performance 
improvement in the period of the first 25 h of electrolysis caused by an 
increase of the ionic conductivity of the membrane and decrease of the 
polarization resistance. The latter is indicative for an improved mem-
brane | Ni foam electrode interface; this is expected, because large 
membrane swelling in electrochemical cells is known to induce and 
increase membrane waviness and thus decreases the quality of the 
interface. Both pristine and pre-swollen membranes showed good sta-
bility under the experimental conditions used. 

In summary, pre-swelling with EG solutions could increase stability 
of membranes by avoiding the problem of dimensional changes of 
membranes during electrolyser cell assembly and start of cell operation, 
while simultaneously increasing the membrane performance in the 

Fig. 10. Load curves of pristine (a) and ethylene glycol pre-swollen (b) FAA3-50 membranes at different times during the activation period. Operating conditions: Ni 
foam electrodes 4 cm2; 1 M KOH, 50 ◦C. (c) Evolution of the system resistance and (d) polarization resistance during the first 25 h of the stability test. Operating 
conditions: Ni foam electrodes 4 cm2; 1 M KOH, 50 ◦C. EIS was measured at a cell voltage of 1.8 V. 
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electrolyser. In Future work, also other membranes and alternative 
solvents like diethyleneglycol, glycerine or low molecular weight poly 
(propylene oxide) can be considered. 
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